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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM
This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext.1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.
• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.
• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.
• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE EVENT
For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)
For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen
If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

Tips for Optimal Quality
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Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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1% of all Delaware LLCs are
Series LLCs.
Early adopter serial
entrepreneurs, real estate
investors, funds, insurance
companies.
Eggs in a basket v.
Egg carton protection

SAFE
DEPOSIT
BOXES
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5. Starting with IncNow customers
& ABA beta testers
• ABA Business Law Section Small Business Committee lawyers

• -volunteered to Beta Test
• -clients are already using series - mostly in fund industry
• -real estate investors - easy
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Why haven’t I heard of these?
Not taught in: Business School, Law School or Entrepreneurship Books
Not an alternative to “multiple entities” - this is just a way to “supercharge” a
regular LLC for people who don’t want multiple LLCs and are generally
comfortable grouping assets together – BUT want defenses to argue they are
separate….
…This could lead to favorable settlements (not otherwise available)…
Most Plaintiff’s attorney totally confused by these… need experts to explain them
to the court.
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Keep them separated…
“The Poor Man’s LLC” concept of saving Franchise Taxes on Multiple Assets
with a degree of asset segregation. (only ONE franchise tax at $300 per year)
Same $90 filing fee.

What is the “risk tolerance” of the business owner? How many assets is
someone comfortable funding into ONE LLC?
(Cluster of Series LLCs – one strategy)

“Blank check” strategy – Maybe EVERY LLC should be filed as a Series LLC
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History…
Mutual Fund Industry – Did not want to pay $100,000 annually for each fund with
the SEC
Delaware was the first state to have the law in 1996 (only 5 years after the
Delaware LLC Act in 1991)
It’s been 20 years….so why aren’t they more popular? (other states and
professionals were slow to adopt)…but growth is accelerating.
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We have formed over 1,000 Series LLCs
Since 2001
-15 Jurisdictions have law
FAQ: “Is it recognized?”
Where are the cases?
Dominion Ventures
Future: Uniform Protected Series Act
New in Summer 2017 ULC
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HOW TO START?
1. Certificate of Formation (simple: cites 6 Del C. 18-215)
2. Operating Agreement (designate each protected series)
(Certain Incorporation Services – that can provide above)
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Title Companies

What are
problems?
You need to EDUCATE
everyone you interact with…

Insurance Companies
Banks (separate accounts?)
Arm’s Length Records “or you die”
Burden of Proof on separateness
on Series Owners….
Lawyers/Accountants not familiar
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6. Subsidiary as a Service
Pricing: Number of Series/Blockchain
Cloud-based v. On-Premises (enterprise)
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Accountants &
Entrepreneurs don’t track
assets as
they are acquired
or dynamically segregate
them

2.

To use Protected Series:
1. Keep Track of Assets in Separate Ledgers (in detail)
Enter Correct Contracting Party / Grantee: (e.g., “ABC Capital LLC, Series 1 Only”)
3. Limit recourse in contract to other unassociated series
4. Defend against possible “Mischief” or “Shell Game”
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POPULAR USES:
- Mutual Funds
- Real Estate
- Captive Insurance Companies
- Serial Entrepreneurs
- “Cold assets”
- Low risk assets that are well insured

SERIES
LLC

- Not “Hot” businesses that attract liability
- No Lightening Rods
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Series LLC: Tax Planning and Wealth Transfer
Opportunities

Michael S. Goode
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The contents of this presentation are for informational purposes and should not be considered legal advice.
This presentation does not establish an attorney-client relationship.

Benefits

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Series LLCs were originally created in Delaware for mutual funds to reduce
regulatory issues on portfolios by allocating specific investments to specific series,
and as such may be useful for hedge funds, venture capital funds, etc., to create
separate members, managers, and investment portfolios. May be easier by requiring
only one filing for federal securities law compliance purposes.
Also used in Captive Insurance Industry.
Useful for any fractional interest situations.
Works well with a single owner since the LLC and each series would be a
disregarded entity.
Certain State uses, example: Can work particularly well for TN residential real estate
that qualifies for FONCE.
May reduce transaction costs as there may be reduced or no fees for each series.
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Benefits

▪

▪
▪

▪

Therefore, may be useful for segregating risk without the additional cost of separate
LLCs. There may be reduced administrative expense, but generally this is not
significant due to the recordkeeping requirement. May be useful for businesses with
diverse business lines, and particularly for ones that are constantly creating new
business lines.
Useful for separation of business assets
A series LLC therefore might be useful in certain select estate planning situations,
with a family that has many separate lines of business, or perhaps that is constantly
starting many lines of business, as it may be easier to create separate series, and the
family business would then be a bit better organized than with a single LLC. One
must be careful, though, if the businesses interact with non-Series LLC States.
Should always compare Series LLC benefits to the benefits of separate Series LLCs.
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Benefits Summary

▪ Benefits of Series LLC:
▪
Liability Separation
▪
Might make certain investments and funding easier by
being able to separate investments, investors, managers,
etc., into different series as appropriate
▪
Possible reduced cost
▪
Possible reduced administrative duties
▪
Could allow for better organization for estate planning
and wealth transfer between generations
▪
Could allow for more complex ownership arrangements,
in addition to the liability separation
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Selected Federal Tax Issues
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Federal Tax Treatment of Series LLCs
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Entity classification
Federal income tax
Federal employment tax
Employee benefits
Qualified business income (QBI) deduction (IRC 199A)
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Entity Classification
▪ Except for employment and withholding taxes, a
series is treated as an entity formed under local law
▪ This deemed local law entity can qualify as a separate
entity for federal tax purposes
▪ If recognized as a separate entity, then series
classified under “check-the-box” regulations
• Domestic series defaults to passthrough
• Unless elects to association (corporation)
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Federal Income Tax
▪ Series classified as passthrough
• Not subject to federal income tax (FIT)
• Potentially taxable items flow through to owner(s)

▪ Series classified as association
• Series subject to FIT as corporation
• Distributed earnings potentially taxable as dividends
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Federal Employment Tax
▪ Regulations/other legal guidance does not directly
address
▪ Under generally applicable principles:
• Partners generally subject to self-employment tax on
distributive shares of partnership business income
• Disregarded entity (DRE) disregarded for self-employment
tax purposes (including self-employment tax on partners)
• DRE generally treated as a corporation for employment taxes
and wage withholding but disregarded when a partnership
owns it
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Employee Benefits
Rules apply consistently with series’ federal tax
classification
▪ Passthrough
• Partnership
• DRE

▪ Association (Corporation)
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Qualified Business Income (QBI) Deduction
▪ How does it apply to a series LLC?
▪ Do series LLCs compared to LCCs without series:
• Offer any opportunities?
• Present any pitfalls?
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6. State Law Treatment of Series LLC:
A.

What is a “Series LLC”
• Metaphors and Nomenclature (Mothership/Parent-Sub/Egg Carton)

B.
•
•
•
•
•

What is a “Series”
Delaware “Protected” Series
Delaware “Registered” Series
Uniform Protected Series Act
Legal “Person” or “Entity”
State variations - Importance of Choice of Law and Statutory Paradigms

C.

How is a Series LLC “Formed”?

D.

How is a Separate Series “Established”?

E.

Delaware – Division of LLC

F.

Foreign Series LLC – recognition in non-series states
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State Tax Treatment
▪ Separate entity issues for States:
▪ How are each series taxed?
▪ Are mergers, conversions, etc., allowed for a series?
▪ Is the tax treatment well defined, particularly for a
series operating in a State without a series law?
▪ Is each series required to be separate for tax
purposes or is that elective?
▪ How is the entity itself taxed?
▪ Some States, like Tennessee and Delaware, have only the
one annual cost, regardless of series. However, be aware
of changes that may occur on the State level.
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California Tax Treatment
▪
▪

▪

California taxes each series heavily, so be wary of operating a Series LLC in California.
According to the State of California Franchise Tax Board: “California law does not allow for a
Series LLC to be formed in California. However, a Series LLC that is formed under the laws of
another State may register with the California Secretary of State and transact business in
California.”
According to the State of California Franchise Tax Board, series LLCs have the following key
features:
▪
“Each unit has its own owners (members) and may be managed separately from the
master LLC and other units.
▪
Each unit must maintain separate books and records.
▪
As with a regularly formed LLC, the owners (members) of each unit are not financially
responsible for the unit’s debts and obligations.
▪
A unit may conduct part of the business of the master LLC, or may conduct a wholly
different business.
▪
Each unit has its own assets and liabilities. The members of each unit are treated under
the laws of the State in which the master LLC is formed as owning an interest in only that
unit, and have no rights as members of one unit in the assets or income of any other unit.
▪
Each unit is liable only for its own debts and obligations. In general, creditors of one unit
may only make claims against the assets of that unit.”
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California Tax Treatment
▪

According to the State of California Franchise Tax Board, if a series LLC
with the features listed on the previous slide is treated as a separate
unit under the State of formation, it will be a separate unit under
California law.
▪
“Currently, the Internal Revenue Service has not stated whether
a unit within a master LLC is generally a separate entity from
the master LLC and other units for tax purposes. However, it has
treated units of a master (Series) LLC as separate tax entities in
one private letter ruling. The Franchise Tax Board has taken the
position that if each unit has the features listed above under the
laws of the state where the Series LLC was formed, then each
unit will be treated as a separate entity for filing and tax
purposes. In that case, the same filing guidelines and estimated
taxes that apply to a regular LLC will apply to each unit of a
Series LLC.”
▪
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/structures/series-limitedliability-company.shtml
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California State Tax Treatment
▪ “Secretary of State’s (SOS) Statement of Information
Penalty. The California Secretary of State imposes a
penalty if your series LLC fails to file its required
Statement of Information. Go to Secretary of State’s
(SOS) Statement of Information Penalty for more
information.”
▪ So this is a California version of an annual
report.
▪ The consequence of the separate unit treatment is
that each series, if treated as a separate unit, is
subject to the annual minimum tax of $800.00.
There is no cost advantage over using separate LLCs.
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Franchise and Excise Tax
▪
▪

Also important to check for other State level taxes on Series LLCs, such
as Franchise and Excise Tax.
Example, Tennessee:
▪
Until 2013, there was some uncertainty as to Tennessee
franchise and excise taxes, but this was resolved with guidance
issued in 2013, which essentially treats each series separately
for Franchise and Excise Tax purposes.
▪
Tennessee has an exemption to the Franchise and Excise Tax for
certain family owned noncorporate entities, such as partnership
or disregarded entity taxed LLCs. This guidance allows each
series to apply for the Family Owned Non-Corporate Entity
exception if applicable residential real estate is held by a series,
and thereby avoid the Franchise and Excise Tax. This makes this
structure ideal for someone holding a number of residential real
estate properties.
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Franchise and Net Receipts Tax
▪ Texas, however, treats Series LLCs as follows: “A
series LLC is treated as a single legal entity. It
pays one filing fee and registers as one entity
with the Texas Secretary of State. It files one
franchise tax report and one Public Information
Report as a single entity, not as a combined
group, under its Texas taxpayer identification
number. If one of the series has nexus in Texas,
the entire series LLC has nexus in Texas.”
▪ https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/franchi
se/faq/taxable-entities.php
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